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w xThis paper is a natural continuation of 4 and represents an attempt to
extend and improve the main results of the above paper through the
theory of formations.
Throughout the present article it is understood that all groups consid-
ered are finite.
First of all, recall that the subgroups H and K of a group G are
Ž . Žmutually respectively totally permutable if H respectively each subgroup
. Žof H permutes with every subgroup of K and K respectively each
.subgroup of K permutes with every subgroup of H. A group G is said to
Ž .be the mutually respectively totally permutable product of the subgroups
Ž .H and K if G s HK and H and K are mutually respectively totally
permutable.
w xIn 4 , the following result is proved:
THEOREM 1. Let G s HK be the mutually permutable product of the
subgroups H and K. Assume that one of the following conditions is satisfied:
Ž .a K is supersoluble and G9 is nilpotent.
Ž .b K is nilpotent.
Then GU s H U.
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Here, GU denotes the supersoluble residual of G, that is, the smallest
normal subgroup of G with supersoluble quotient.
The main goal here is to prove that if F is a saturated formation
containing the class U of supersoluble groups, then the F-residual respects
the operation of forming mutually permutable products with nilpotent
commutator subgroup.
ŽWe finish by showing that unfortunately the F-projectors and so the
.F-normalizers of a mutually permutable product with nilpotent commuta-
tor subgroup cannot be obtained from the corresponding projectors of the
factor subgroups. This is true for totally permutable products as is shown
w xin 2 .
We need the following preliminary results:
w xPROPOSITION 1 5 . Let the group G s HK be the product of the mutually
permutable subgroups H and K. Then:
Ž .a If H l K F X F H and H l K F Y F K, then X and Y are mutu-
ally permutable. In particular, if H l K s 1, then H and K are totally
permutable.
Ž .b H l K is a permutable subgroup of H and K and then H l K is a
subnormal subgroup of G.
w xPROPOSITION 2 3 . Let F be a formation containing U such that F
is either saturated or F : S . If G s G G ??? G is the product of the1 2 r
 4 Fpairwise totally permutable subgroups G for i g 1, 2, . . . , r , then G si
GFGF ??? GF.1 2 r
w xRemark 4 . Let G s HK be a group such that H and K are mutually
permutable subgroups. For every normal subgroup N of G, we have that
HNrN and KNrN are mutually permutable subgroups of the group
Ž .Ž .GrN s HNrN KNrN and for every subgroup L of G such that
Ž .H F L or K F L , we have that L is the product of the mutually
Ž .permutable subgroups H and L l K or H l L and K .
w xPROPOSITION 3 7 . If Q is a permutable subgroup of the finite group G,
G Ž . Ž Ž ..then Q rCore Q is contained in the hypercenter Z GrCore Q ofG ‘ G
Ž .GrCore Q .G
Our objective is to prove the following result.
THEOREM A. Let G s HK be the mutually permutable product of the
subgroups H and K. Let F be a saturated formation containing the class U of
F F F Ž Fsupersoluble groups. If G9 is nilpotent, then G s H K . Here G denotes
the F-residual of a group G, that is, the smallest normal subgroup of G such
F .that GrG belongs to F.
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w xWe refer the reader to 6 for notation, terminology, and results about
formations.
Theorem A will follow after proving some auxiliary results.
It is known that a subgroup U supplementing the Fitting subgroup of a
Ž w x.group G lies in the formation generated by G see 6, IV, 1.14 . Our first
result shows that something similar happens with arbitrary products with
nilpotent commutator subgroup and saturated formations.
LEMMA 1. Let G s HK be the product of the subgroups H and K such
that G9 is nilpotent. Suppose that F is a saturated formation such that G
belongs to F. Then H and K belong to F.
Proof. Assume that the result is false and let G be a minimal coun-
terexample. Notice that G is a soluble group. By the minimality of G, we
can assume that G has a unique minimal normal subgroup N, say. Let p
be the prime dividing the order of N. Since G9 is nilpotent, we have that
Ž . Ž .G9 is contained in F G s O G and then G9 is a p-group. In particular,Gp
Ž . w xhas a unique Sylow p-subgroup P and P s F G . By 1, Lemma 1.3.2 , we
can take A a Hall p9-subgroup of H and B a Hall p9-subgroup of K such
that X s AB is a Hall p9-subgroup of G. Then G s PX and P l X s 1.
Ž . Ž .Since G g F, it follows that GrO G lies in F p , where F is thep9 p
Ž . Ž .canonical local definition of F. Since O G s 1, we have that O G sp9 p9 p
Ž . Ž .O G s P. Therefore X belongs to F p . Now G9 is contained in P. Thisp
w ximplies that X is an abelian group. We can now apply 6, IV, 1.14 to
Ž .conclude that A and B belong to F p .
Since H and K have a normal Sylow p-subgroup, it follows that H and
Ž . Ž .K belong to S F p s F p . Consequently, H and K are F-groups andp
the proof of the lemma is complete.
The next result shows that the converse of the above lemma holds for
mutually permutable products with nilpotent commutator subgroup and
saturated formations containing U.
LEMMA 2. Let G s HK be the mutually permutable product of the
subgroups H and K. Let F be a saturated formation containing U. Suppose
that H and K belong to F. If G9 is nilpotent, then G belongs to F.
Proof. Assume that the result is not true and let G be a minimal
counterexample to the lemma. By the above remark and the minimality of
G, we know that every proper quotient of G belongs to F. Consequently,
G is a soluble primitive group because F is a saturated formation. Hence
Ž . Ž .F G s Soc G is the unique minimal normal subgroup of G and if p is
Ž .the prime dividing its order, then F G s G9 is the unique Sylow
p-subgroup of G.
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On the other hand, by Proposition 1, D s H l K is a permutable
Ž .subgroup of H and K. Suppose that Core D s 1. Then, applyingH
Proposition 3, we have that D is a nilpotent subnormal subgroup of G.
Ž .Hence D is contained in F G . Let A and B be Hall p9-subgroups of H
and K, respectively, such that AB is a Hall p9-subgroup of G.
w xNotice that D, A is a normal p-subgroup of the group DA and D is a
w xSylow p-subgroup of DA. Therefore D, A is contained in D and so D is
a normal subgroup of DA. Analogously, D is a normal subgroup of DB. In
Ž .addition, D is contained in F G which is abelian. So D is normalized by
Ž .Ž .F G AB s G.
If D s 1, then G is the totally permutable product of the subgroups H
and K. So, by Proposition 2, we have G g F, a contradiction. Conse-
Ž .quently, D / 1 and then F G s D.
Ž . Ž .Suppose now that Core D / 1 and Core D / 1. Then the normalH K
Ž .G Ž . Ž .Gclosure Core D is different from 1 and so F G F Core D . NoticeH H
Ž .G Ž .Kthat Core D s Core D which is contained in K. Analogously,H H
Ž . Ž .G Ž .GF G F Core D and Core D is contained in H. In particular,K K
Ž .F G is contained in D.
Ž .Therefore, in both cases, we have that F G is contained in H l K.
Ž .Moreover, since G9 s F G , we also have that H and K are normal
subgroups of G.
Ž . Ž .Consider F G , regarded as a H-module over GF p . By Clifford's
Ž .theorem, we know that F G is a completely reducible H-module, that is,
Ž .F G s N = ??? = N , where N is a minimal normal subgroup of H for1 r i
Ž . Ž . Žall i. Now H g F. This means that HrC N g F p for all i here FH i
. Ž .denotes the canonical local definition of F . Since F p is a formation, we
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž .have that HrC F G g F p . So HrF G g F p . Analogously,H
Ž . Ž . Ž .KrF G g F p . Now the group GrF G is an abelian group which is the
Ž . Ž .product of the subgroups HrF G and KrF G . Since formations are
Ž . Ž .closed under central products, it follows that GrF G g F p . This im-
Ž . Ž .plies that G g S F p s F p : F, the final contradiction.p
As the symmetric group of degree 3 and the saturated formation of
nilpotent groups show, the condition U : F is essential in the above
lemma.
LEMMA 3. Let G s HK be the mutually permutable product of the
subgroups H and K. Assume that G9 is nilpotent. If F is a saturated
F ² F F :formation containing U, then G s H , K .
Proof. Suppose that the result is not true and let G be a counterexam-
ple of minimal order. If N is a minimal normal subgroup of G, then GrN
is the mutually permutable product of the subgroups HNrN and KNrN.
Ž .Moreover GrN 9 is nilpotent. So, by the minimal choice of G, we have
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F ² F F : Fthat G N s H , K N. By Lemma 1 applied to GrG s
Ž F F .Ž F F . ² F F : F FHG rG KG rG , H , K is contained in G . Hence G s
² F F :Ž F . F FH , K G l N . Therefore, if G l N s 1, it follows that G s
² F F : Ž .H , K , a contradiction. Consequently, we may assume that Soc G is
F F ² F F :contained in G and G s H , K N for every minimal normal sub-
Ž² F F :.group N of G. In particular, Core H , K s 1.G
On the other hand, GF is contained in G9 which is nilpotent. So H F and
F wK are subnormal subgroups of G. By a result due to Wielandt 6, A,
x ² F F : Ž . ² F F :14.4 , H , K is subnormal in G. Hence Soc G normalizes H , K
w x ² F F :by another result of Wielandt 6, A, 14.3 . This means that H , K is a
normal subgroup of GF.
Let p be the prime dividing the order of a minimal normal subgroup N
of G. Since G is soluble, it follows that N is an abelian p-group. In
F Ž² F F :. pŽ F .Ž F .particular, G r H , K is an abelian p-group and so O G G 9 is
² F F : pŽ F .Ž F .contained in H , K . Since O G G 9 is normal in G and
Ž² F F :. pŽ F .Ž F . FCore H , K s 1, it follows that O G G 9 s 1 and G is anG
Ž .abelian p-group for some prime p. This means that F G is a p-group and
Ž .then G9 is also a p-group because G9 is nilpotent. Consequently, F G is
the unique Sylow p-subgroup of G. Let H and K denote the Sylowp p
Ž .p-subgroups of H and K, respectively. It is clear that F G s H K . Letp p
H and K be Hall p9-subgroups of H and K, respectively. Since H andp9 p9
K are mutually permutable, it follows that HK and KH are subgroupsp9 p9
Ž .of G. Suppose that G s HK . Then F G is contained in H and so H is ap9
normal subgroup of G. Hence H F is a normal subgroup of G. Since
Ž² F F :. F FCore H , K s 1, it follows that H s 1 and so H g F. If K s 1,G
then G g F by Lemma 2. Therefore K F / 1 and so KH should be ap9
Ž Ž .proper subgroup of G otherwise F G F K and K is a normal subgroup
.of G . Let M be a maximal subgroup of G containing KH . Thenp9
Ž .M s M l H K. By Proposition 1, M is the mutually permutable product
of the subgroups M l H and K. The minimal choice of G yields M F s
²Ž . F F : Ž .M l H , K . Moreover H s H M l H because G s H M sp p
Ž . w Ž .x Ž .F FF G M. By 6, IV, 1.17 b , M l H is contained in H because H is ap
F ² F F :nilpotent normal subgroup of H. Therefore M is contained in H , K .
Suppose that GF is not contained in M. Then G s MGF. Since GF is
abelian and M normalizes M F, we have that M F is a normal subgroup of
F Ž² F F :.G. In particular, M F Core H , K s 1 and so K g F, a contradic-G
tion. Consequently, GF is contained in M.
Let N be a minimal normal subgroup of G. Then N F GF F M. Since
Ž . Ž .G s MF G and F G centralizes N, it follows that N is a minimal
F ² F F : Fnormal subgroup of M. If N l M s N, then N F H , K and G s
² F F : F F FH , K , a contradiction. So N l M s 1 and NM rM is a minimal
normal subgroup of MrM F g F. In particular, N is F-central in M and so
w xN is F-central in G. By 6, V, 3.2 , N is contained in every F-normalizer of
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F F wG. Let E be one of them. Then G s G E and E l G s 1 by 6, IV,
x F5.18; V, 4.2 . However N F E l G , a contradiction.
Consequently, HK is a proper subgroup of G. Analogously, KH is ap9 p9
proper subgroup of G. If H does not belong to F or K does not belong to
F, we can use the above argument to get a contradiction. So H g F and
K g F. By Lemma 2, G g F, yielding the final contradiction.
LEMMA 4. Let G s HK be the mutually permutable product of the
subgroups H and K. Suppose that G9 is nilpotent. If F is a saturated
Ž .F Fformation containing U, then H l K is contained in G .
Proof. We argue by induction on the order of G.
Let N be a minimal normal subgroup of G. Then, by the above remark,
the group GrN is the mutually permutable product of the subgroups
Ž .HNrN and KNrN and GrN 9 s G9NrN is nilpotent. By induction,
ŽŽ . . F Ž . F FHN l KN rN is contained in GrN s G NrN. Now, HN l KN
Ž . Ž . ŽŽ . . F Žs HN l K N s H l KN N and HN l KN rN s HN l
. F Ž . F Ž . F Ž . FK NrN s H l KN NrN. Hence HN l K N s H l KN N is
contained in GF N for every minimal normal subgroup N of G.
We distinguish two cases:
Case 1. G does not belong to F.
In this case GF / 1 and we can take a minimal normal subgroup N of
Ž . F Ž . F FG such that HN l K N s H l KN N F G .
Ž .Consider the subgroup T s H HN l K s HN. Then, by Proposition 1,
T is the mutually permutable product of the subgroups H and HN l K.
Ž . F FSo, if T is a proper subgroup of G, we have H l K F T . On the
F ² F Ž . F : Ž . Fother hand, T s H , HN l K by Lemma 3. Therefore H l K
² F F : Fis contained in H , G s G by Lemma 3, and the lemma is true. So
we may assume that G s HN. Analogously, G s KN. Consequently, H
Žand K are maximal subgroups of G notice that if H s G or K s G, the
.result is true by Lemma 3 . It is clear that H and K cannot be conjugate in
w x Ž . Ž . Ž .G. So, by 6, A, 16.1 , Core H / Core K and either Core H / 1 orG G G
Ž . Ž . Ž .Core K / 1. Suppose that Core H / 1. Now, if Core K is con-G G G
Ž .tained in H, then HrCore K is a maximal subgroup of the primi-G
Ž .tive group GrCore K whose Fitting subgroup is preciselyG
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .N Core K rCore K . Moreover Core H rCore K is a non-trivialG G G G
Ž . Ž . Ž .normal subgroup of GrCore K . Therefore N Core K rCore K isG G G
Ž . Ž .contained in Core H rCore K and N is contained in H, a contradic-G G
tion.
Ž .Consequently, Core K is not contained in H. Since H is maximal inG
Ž .G and Core K is a normal subgroup of G, it follows that G sG
Ž . Ž .Ž .H Core K and then K s Core K H l K . It is clear that K is theG G
Ž .mutually permutable product of the subgroups Core K and H l KG
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because H l K is a permutable subgroup of K by Proposition 1. By
F ²Ž Ž .. F Ž . F : FLemma 3, we have K s Core K , H l K and K is containedG
F Ž . F Fin G . So H l K is contained in G and the lemma is true in this case.
Case 2. G g F.
Let D s H l K. By Lemma 1, we have that H and K are F-groups. If
Ž . Ž . Ž .either Core D s 1 or Core D s 1, it follows by Propositions 1 b andH K
3 that D is nilpotent and D g F and the lemma is true.
Ž . Ž .Consequently, we may assume that Core D / 1 and Core D / 1.H K
Ž .GThis implies that Core D is a non-trivial normal subgroup of GH
Ž .Gcontained in K and Core D is a non-trivial normal subgroup ofK
G contained in H. Let A and B be minimal normal subgroups
of G contained in H and K, respectively. Applying induction to GrA
Ž . Ž .and GrB, we conclude that H l KA rA and K l HB rB belong
Ž . Ž . ŽŽ . .to F. Since H l KA rA is isomorphic to H l K r H l K l A and
Ž . Ž . ŽŽ . .K l HB rB is isomorphic to H l K r H l K l B , we have that
Ž . ŽŽ . .H l K r H l K l A l B g F. So if A / B, then H l K g F and
we have finished.
Therefore we may assume that A s B and then A is contained in
Ž . FH l K. In particular, H l K is contained in A.
Suppose there exists a minimal normal subgroup N of G such that
Ž . F Ž . FN / A; we know that H l KN and K l HN are contained in
F Ž .G N s N. The group T s K H l KN is the mutually permutable prod-
Ž . F F ² Fuct of K and H l KN. So, if T - G, we have H l K F T s K ,
Ž . F : F Ž . FH l KN by Lemma 3. Since K s 1, it follows that H l K F
Ž . FN. Consequently, H l K F N l A s 1 and D g F. The lemma is true
in this case.
Consequently, we can assume that G s HN s KN. Arguing as in Case
1, we have D g F.
Ž .Therefore we may assume that A s Soc G is the unique minimal
normal subgroup of G. Since G is soluble, A is an elementary abelian
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .p-group for some prime p. Then F G s O G s O G and F G isp p9 p
Ž .the unique Sylow p-subgroup of G and G9 is contained in F G . Since
Ž . Ž .G g F, we know that GrF G g F p , where F is the canonical local
Ž .definition of F. This implies that the Hall p9-subgroups of G are in F p .
w xMoreover they are abelian. By 6, IV, 1.14 , every p9-subgroup of G is in
Ž . Ž .F p . In particular, the Hall p9-subgroups of H l K are in F p . Since
Ž .H l K has a normal Sylow p-subgroup, we have that H l K g S F p sp
Ž .F p : F and the lemma is proved.
Proof of Theorem A. Assume that the result is not true and choose for
G a counterexample of smallest order.
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If N is a minimal normal subgroup of G, then GF N s H F K F N by the
minimal choice of G. Moreover H F and K F are contained in GF by
Ž .Lemma 3. Again by the minimality of G, we can deduce easily that Soc G
is contained in GF and GF s H F K F N for every minimal normal subgroup
N of G.
Let p be a prime dividing the order of an arbitrary minimal normal
subgroup N of G.
We claim that GF is a p-group. Otherwise since GF is nilpotent, it has a
Ž F . Ž F .unique normal Hall p9-subgroup G / 1. It is clear that G isp9 p9
Ž F .normal in G and it is the product of the unique Hall p9-subgroup H p9
F Ž F . F Fof H and the unique Hall p9-subgroup K N of K N. So Hp9
Ž F . Ž F .permutes with K N which is equal to K because N is a p-group.p9 p9
Ž F .Now, if we take a minimal normal subgroup B of G contained in G ,p9
then GF s H F K F B. Arguing in the same way as above, we have that H F
Ž F . Fpermutes with the unique Sylow p-subgroup K of K . Consequently,p
F F F ² F F : F FH permutes with K and G s H , K s H K by Lemma 3, a
contradiction.
Therefore there exists a prime p such that GF is a p-group. Since
Ž . F Ž . Ž . Ž .Soc G is contained in G , it follows that O G s 1 and F G s O G .p9 p
Ž .Hence G9 is a p-group and F G is the unique Sylow p-subgroup of G.
Denote D s H l K. Suppose that D g F. Consider the subgroup T s
Ž F .H D K and assume that T is a proper subgroup of G. Then, by
Proposition 1, T is the mutually permutable product of the subgroups
F F Ž F . F FH D and K. By the minimal choice of G, T s H D K . This implies
F Ž F . F F Fthat H F N T and H T is a subgroup of G. Since H is normal inG
H, it is clear that H F D is a mutually permutable product of H F and D.
Ž F . F Ž F . F FSo, by minimality of G, we have H D s H D s 1. Therefore
T F s K F and H F permutes with K F. This is a contradiction as GF s
² F F :H , K by Lemma 3.
Consequently, T s G and then G s H F K. Arguing in the same way with
Ž F . F F Fthe subgroup K D H, we have G s H K s HK . Hence H s H D is
the mutually permutable product of H F and D. Therefore H F s
²Ž F . F F :H , D s 1 and H g F. Analogously, K g F. From Lemma 2,
G g F, a contradiction. Hence we may assume that D does not belong to
F, that is, D F / 1.
Let H and K be the Sylow p-subgroups of H and K, respectively,p p
Ž .such that F G s H K . Since H is a normal subgroup of H, we havep p p
Ž . Fthat H and D are mutually permutable subgroups of H. Hence H Dp p
F Ž . F Fs D by the minimal choice of G. Analogously, K D s D and thenp
Ž . FF G normalizes D .
Let now H and K be Hall p9-subgroups of H and K, respectively,p9 p9
such that X s H K is a Hall p9-subgroup of G. Since, by Proposition 1,p9 p9
D is a permutable subgroup of H, it follows that DH is a subgroup of G.p9
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Let D be a Hall p9-subgroup of D such that D H is a Hall p9-sub-p9 p9 p9
group of DH . Then D H s H because the maximality of H asp9 p9 p9 p9 p9
p9-subgroup of H. Since X is abelian, D permutes with K and againp9 p9
D is contained in K .p9 p9
It is clear that D is the unique Sylow p-subgroup of the subgroupsp
DH and DK . Hence X normalizes D. Since D F is characteristic in D,p9 p9
we have that X normalizes D F. Consequently, D F is a normal subgroup
of G.
We distinguish two cases:
Case 1. G s HK s KH .p9 p9
Ž .In this case F G is contained in D. So H and K are normal subgroups
of G and so are H F and K F. Then, by Lemma 3, GF s H F K F.
Case 2. Either HK is a proper subgroup of G or KH is a properp9 p9
subgroup of G.
Suppose that HK - G and let M be a maximal subgroup of Gp9
containing HK . Then K is not contained in M and G s MK .p9 p p
Ž .Moreover M s H M l K is the mutually permutable product of H
F FŽ . Fand M l K by Proposition 1. By the minimality of G, M s H M l K
F F Ž . Fand 1 / D is contained in M by Lemma 4. The fact that M l K is
F w x F F Fcontained in K by 6, IV, 1.17 yields M is contained in H K .
Consequently, since D F is a non-trivial normal subgroup of G, a minimal
normal subgroup N of G is contained in H F K F. This implies that
GF s H F NK F s H F K F, the final contradiction.
One might wonder whether some F-projector of a mutually permutable
product with nilpotent commutator subgroup could be the product of
F-projectors of the factor groups.
Unfortunately, this is not true in general as the next example shows:
² :Let G be the direct product of a cyclic group a of order 3 with the
alternating group A of degree 4. Let V be the Klein 4-group of A . Then4 4
² :G is the mutually permutable product of H s a = V and K s A .4
Moreover G9 s V is nilpotent. Notice that H is the supersoluble projector
of H and a Sylow 3-subgroup B of A is a supersoluble projector of K.4
However HB s G is not supersoluble.
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